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Responsibilities of the Professor

Prepare **useful** and **interesting knowledge** for you
Post materials on class website **before** class
Come to class **on time, prepared** to teach
Offer **challenging** but **reasonable** homework and tests
Grade **fairly** without bias
Return graded work **promptly** with helpful comments

Goals:
- Have **interesting** lectures
- Make the class **fun**
- Use **technology** appropriately
Responsibilities of the Students

Come to class **on time**
If you miss class, **learn material** on your own
  - but don’t hesitate to ask for help if needed
**Listen** to all instructions
Turn in assignments **on time**
**Ask for help** when you’re confused
**Read** the material
If you disagree with me, **disagree politely**

Goals:
  - Read **before** class
  - **Learn** enough to earn a good grade
Reading is FUNdamental

Books have knowledge.
Professors are simply guides.

**Information** comes from lectures.
**Knowledge** comes from books and homework
**Wisdom** comes from experience

So **Read, read read**!
Fostering an inclusive, safe space

A classroom consists of a instructors and students
We all play a role in creating a safe learning space
Everyone should feel comfortable and supported
- by instructors
- by their fellow classmates

There is ZERO TOLERANCE for:
- sexism or racism
- bullying
- inappropriate comments
Now...

Let’s get learning!!